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Background
Fortyeight delegates from institutions and agencies associated with further and higher education were asked to consider three
questions and to write responses (as many as they wish) from their individual perspectives on ‘PostIt Notes’. These Notes were
then stuck to the relevant section of the large piece of flipchart paper provided to each table and on which they had previously
been asked to draw a giant ‘H’.
Delegates were asked to consider each of these questions in the order shown below and were given 10 minutes for each one:
1. How effective BI currently helps you in your role, or How you believe it could and should? (“the desired state”)
2. What organisational, or other, factors are preventing your institutions from delivering the kind of benefits previously
surfaced? (“the barriers”)
3. What needs to happen within your institution to overcome the issues that are holding you back and preventing you from
achieving the successful vision of BI you have articulated? (“ideas generation”)
Following completion of the 3rd ‘ideas generation’ exercise. Each delegate was given
three ‘sticky dots’ and given five minutes to read all the ideas that had been suggested by
other members of their group and to ‘vote’ for the one, or ones, which they felt had the
most merit. All three votes/dots could be allocated to one idea, or spread around multiple
ideas, based on their own strength of feeling for a particular idea(s).
The rest of this document is a transcription of each table’s Postit Notes and votes. As
promised, this is now available to those who took part and other interested parties as a
record of the discussions and views of those present and will also be considered by Jisc
and HESA as part of the preparations for the new BI National Shared Service that is
currently being planned.
For more information on the ‘HForm’ concept and similar ‘participatory’ approaches, see our 
‘Planning a participatory workshop’ infoKit
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The Results from Table 1

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Reporting across systems

Ethics and legal issues

Define measurements (4)

Predicting likely successors in projects

Incentives for people to change
processes and practices

Some centralised reports (2)

Reducing effort to manual data
improvement

Work across systems (2)
Skills
Holistic approach (1)

Deciding what to stop and when

Resources  of the right kind

Identify ‘deeper’ trends (not just
reporting)

Data quality

Systems that are flexible (0)
More business analyst roles (0)

Strategic reporting

Unwillingness to share ‘my’ data set.
The university 
silos

Simply raising awareness of data we
collect. Transparency

Data not always collected (eresource
access)

Combining disparate data sets

Not seeing the value in BI
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The Results from Table 2

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Compelling, easy to use data
visualisations (static + dynamic)

Difficult to access/join/benchmark sector
data to contextualise internal data

Capacity in skills building (3)

Fledging BI provides module leaders,
prog leaders, heads and deans with
patterns of satisfaction, demographics
and success

Quality and completeness of institutional
data when it was originally collected for a
different purpose

Illustrating the art of the possible (2)

Appropriate training (data analysts)

Lack of supply of welltrained data
analysts

Service delivery analytics
 patterns, bottlenecks, capacity

Where are the research questions  how
do you include the researchers

Easily joinable qualityassured large data
sets for comparison and benchmarking
(2)
Pooling and QAing of data across the
sector (respecting anonymisation) (2)
Consistent identifiers / tag hierarchies for
joining data sets

Statistical analysis (in the real world)
Institutional data quality process
Sharing of expertise sector wide ‘data
appreciation  data insight’
Working with the right people
(computational skills)
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The Results from Table 3

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Prompts intervention

Garbage in / garbage out

Buy in from senior management (6)

Pull data from many sources

Exposes the truth!

Organisational understanding (3)

Market intelligence

Agree ‘as is’ and ‘to be’

VFM experience? (2)

Benchmark with others (HEIDI!)

Silos

Technical skills (1)

Predictive

Passive resistance

Culture (1)

Joined up student data

Data structures

“Data islands” (1)

Access social media (and other external)

Strategy

Big picture interest (0)

Whats in it for me?

Privacy concerns (0)
Productivity targets (0)
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The Results from Table 4

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Spend decisions based on trends

Not having backend access to
relevant student activity data (VLE) 
BI exclusivity to the IT department
and their agenda / courses

More “open” systems (5)

BI should help me  locally  to support my
students better and develop more
individualised learning opportunities without
depending on the IT department for data

Resources  £ / time / people

Successful implementation of BI tools (2)

Upgrades required to existing
systems first

Prioritise time to set up initial BI solutions
(1)

BI should help make informed decisions in
a shorter period of time

“Blackbox” systems preventing
integration

Standard off the shelf products  better
support (0)

Enables customers to ‘selfserve’ their own
BI

Better education within institution on
what BI 
could
provide (4)

Visualisation enables you to see things in
the data you wouldn't otherwise see

Give me access to my student usage
(online) data please (0)

Flexible data products designed for end
user

Time to provide a “Art of the Possible” BI
solution for our users to engage with (0)

Key information available anywhere
anytime

Standard tools and processes for
aggravating analysing and publishing (0)

High level student progression info to spot
problems early
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The Results from Table 5

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Predicts trends in student behaviour

Cost resource interoperability

Strategic framework for use of BI.
Why? (5)

Sector patterns and trends: evidence for advocacy

Timeliness

Cost/usage:

Time to learn / play with
visualisation and data analysis tools

● business systems
● resources

Remembering statistical rules...

Telling stories  strategy

Unreliable info / data.

Understanding trends and changes in student
needs / satisfaction

Data maintained locally and not
readily accessible

Planning service delivery  based on student
profile data

BI resource spread across multiple
units

“Personalising” investment in specific areas 
targeting funding to groups most in need

Focus on statutory BI at expense of
local use

Trend analysis  mapping forward

Ownership of data

A vision of what they want to see
and why (4)
Best practice exemplars of how BI
has been used to inform decision
making / make impact (3)
Staff skill base insufficiency
developed  not seen as a priority
(3)

Lack of investment. Senior mgt only
interested in financial / student
outputs
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The Results from Table 61
The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Client example: Nottingham BI Maturity 4
 consistent cohesive dashboards

Data quality

Don’t assume you can do this yourself. Find a
good partner (6)

Politics
Derby University  informs student
journey

Training (3)
Cultural

Using information and data to inform
strategy

Strategy (ie what tool? What to
deliver. Unified approach)

Looking forward using BI to 
inform
strategic decisions

Availability of data / data
definitions

Senior stakeholder buyin  using it themselves (3)
Leadership (2)
Strategic direction  to enable action (1)
Quick wins!
Connective data and information which
is not connected

Privacy and making sense of
your data
Requirements (ie what do
people need?)

Upstream interventions
Innovation and technology and user expectation
Pace of innovation

Resistance to change
We need to engage Simpson Associates, I’ve
heard the are good ;)

1

This table was largely comprised of vendors/suppliers, and though their views and experiences are equally valid, it was felt by all concerned that
their specific perspective should be noted alongside their outputs
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The Results from Table 7

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Evidence for good decisions on
investment and spend

Strategic investment!

Obtain enough management faith that
this is the right way to go in order to start
an initiative (4)

System limitations and legacy systems
Evidence base for measuring
student satisfaction and evidence for
planning new services
Building confidence (eg in decision
making!)  a virtuous circle

Institutional priority (lack of!)
Lack of: understanding (initially) and
patience
It will take time and require cultural change

Should inform the decision making
process.
Provide evidence to shape strategy
Ability to consider multiple aspects of
an issue or holistic implications of a
decision or plan
Finding untapped treasure
Stopping arguments over data
accuracy

Politics
 “system owners”
 “we can do reporting already”
 “this is our data”
 “we don’t like what this information is telling
us” (it must be wrong!)
Understanding the motivation “What it’s for”
to what end?
Expectation that something can be delivered
/ fixed quickly and once (like any IT project!)
Skills in BI and the cost of good skills

Better articulate the link between
outcomes and how to get there and what
that will necessitate (1)
Recognising skills (and where they don’t
exist) and being able to plug the gaps
(Jisc could help!) (1)
Technical aspects: understanding the
components (tech architecture)
 what you need
 what you choose from (what’s out
there)
 what it will cost
(Jisc could help!) (1)
Get input from users (who may not even
know that they should be interested) (1)
Invest strategically. Accept what the BI
tells us (1)
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Managing expectations

The Results from Table 8

The desired state

The barriers

Ideas generation
(followed by number of ‘votes’)

Provides data collated in reports on
research equipment servicing and
maintenance

Information is a threat

Expose the type of information collected
by all systems, without the info itself, to
allow brainstorming around innovative BI
solutions that could be created (5)

Helping academics recognise individual
students who need assistance... and
guide that assistance
Retrospective analysis  eg impaired
performance claims
Provides evidence (data) on number of
users (and frequency of use) of inhouse
learning technology  showing consistent
and inconsistent practice
Identify whether students are not
engaging with courses

Pooling knowledge can lead to
inappropriate use
Do we/they want to know the answers?
Data is not 
curated
but kept in silos
under lock and key!
Access to the data (the what, the how
and the when)
Terminology 
Senior managers who do
not understand the terminology or do not
share and understood terminology
Lack of understanding about how to
aggregate or anonymise data

Understand student use of VLE
Illustrates correlations between disparate
data sources to give new insights

Silos (academic and professional)
“knowledge is power”
“When everything is data  all solutions

Have a ‘Chief Information Officer’ SM
role to provide some vision and
leadership so that BI is within and
underpins all strategies (research /
teaching / ent) (5)
Move data currently locked away into
open platforms and sector standards
based databases (2)
Clear exemplars on value to institutions
(2)
The tools to give access to 
all 
relevant
data need to be provided (2)
Start recruiting developers with “data
manipulation” and “data visualisation”
skills (1)
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Helps to clearly reveal staff performance
information

look like Excel!” (school of thought)
Poor reporting / dashboard tools

Provides evidence of usage of software
to help financial decisions for ongoing
development

Understanding which mechanics /
algorithms to apply (evidencebase)

Could help surface info/data that we
collect but noone sees

No advocate or dedicated team
responsible for this

Could help join very disparate sets of
data in innovative ways

The tools required to enable end users
to serve themselves

Employ more web developers and have
a “strategic data architect” developer role
to unearth existing data sources and
create bespoke institutional solutions
Senior management interest.
Dedicated individual / teams to pull data
together
Openness and transparency

Gaining access to all relevant data
sources to obtain a complete picture
No senior leadership role for data /
information eg Chief Information Officer
Lack of enterprise architecture
supporting distributed systems eg web,
services and ‘as is’
Lack of commonly used data standards
so that harvesting info in different
systems is impossible eg LTI
Fear around data protection
Lack of data integration
Lack of web developers in HE who can:
1. Write the code to collate data
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2. Create understanding
visualisations of the data
Concern over exposing data between
departments
Lack of classification of data security
levels
Making all decisions costbased so for
efficiencies rather than improving
performance, quality and service
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Related resources
The BI infoKit
Building on drivers for investment in Business Intelligence (BI), this resource aims to help organisations plan and implement their
chosen BI strategy smoothly and productively.
BI Institutional case studies
Our Business Intelligence case studies underpin the online infoKit. You can access the experiences of institutions, colleges and
other learner providers during projects funded by Jisc.
The OCU BI Maturity Model
Jisc infoNet has been participating in an international project, funded and managed by the Spanish 
Oficina de Cooperación
Universitaria (OCU)
and including Higher Education representatives from countries around the world. Part of the work of this
project has involved the creation of a new BI Maturity Model, based largely on the experiences of a number of organisations from
Europe and the United States who have been active in BI for some time.
Data Visualisation infoKit
Data visualisation is an integral part of data analysis and business intelligence. Explore the most recommended type of charts and
good design tips to help you create powerful and persuasive graphs for decision making.
Slides from the workshop
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The new Jisc/HESA National BI Service
A two year project in the planning phase now (March 14) aiming to replace the HESA Heidi service through two new service
levels;
Level 1
Through a commercial data explorer tool Level
1 will offer enhanced access to the Heidi suite
of HESA data sets through a series of
dashboards / visualisations and appropriate
resources for safe onward use. Includes the
ability to develop your own visualisations.
Level 2
Explores the inclusion of nonHESA data sets
and institutional data
Satellite Services
Additional services to assist in take up and
maturity will be identified and prioritised
throughout

Anticipated outcomes
● Catalyse a capability transition in the sector to undertake and benefit from the advantages BI can bring to enterprise level
decision making
● Bring BI to wider staff groups than is currently possible
To keep in touch with this project contact Myles Danson; 
m.danson@jisc.ac.uk
.
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